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 To my dearest readers, now I need to say something how important the animals to our life 
and ask about them.  Do you have a pet at home?  Do you take care and feed them?  Do they 
makes you happy in simple way?  Perhaps, this question is always bothering me, why people 
torturing some animals? 
 
 One of the important in my daily lifetime is an animals; just want to share a little how I 
love the animals like cat.  Since when I was a kid I really loved to take care to feed and to take a 
bath of an animal and until now I have six cats at home everyone they have a given name.  In 
simple ways they makes us happy such as playing with them and feeding.  My consideration cat 
is important and some animal for example, we have a cat in our home so that they eat all rat in 
our home that rat eat our clothes sometimes our shoes.  And also the dog is important, they save 
us from accident, sometimes people killed them to make a food like “pulutan” or choices of food 
in restaurant.  Sometimes people sell them and to make another food and killed them for nothing.  
I wish no more animals just vegetables, but in our lifetime we need them everyday such as 
chicken killed them to make chicken joy in restaurants, cow make beef stakes and so on, so far, 
however, they help us to lived and to give us protein/vitamins in our life. 
 
 Animals are important in our life, they give us foods from them, clothes and our needs 
daily.  However, they need us to feed them and we need them also.  Is an animals have rights to 
lived them without torturing?  Do they have rights to lived peacefully? 
 


